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Warning - This Publication
may contain some TRUTH

A DRINKING CLUB WITH
A RUNNING PROBLEM

RUN No. 2305 Flinty Creek Devon Hills Rd Devon Hills Hare: Dunnoim

Weekly Bull Shit Run report for run 2305“Dunnoim’s Flinty Creek Run”

Another hot night in Devon Hills Dunnoim sends the good sized pack off its on chalk and flour, turn right at
the gate and head to the horse training paddocks. Sprocket’s the first to the gate leading into the horse paddock. The well marked trail loops the pack around the western side of the paddocks before returning to the
bitumen on the old mill Road. A false trail is missed and the pack crosses the train line at the entrance to the
old Gunn’s timber mill. The 7:15 Perth freight train splits the pack with half on each side of the line. By the
time the train passes half the pack has disappeared where the f@ck have they gone. The rest of the pack
checks up the train line no trail to be found. The sound of the Hash Horn can be heard in the distance, Abba
has stumbled across the false trail sign and has headed back into the horse paddock. This time the trail circles around the eastern side of the paddock. The diminished pack finds the ON Home sign in the centre of
the paddock. 1500 metres back down Devon Hills Rd and we are back at Flinty Creek where we find the rest
of the pack who Hashed Home via the train line.

ON ON:
All the troops are back at the ON ON site Dunnoim has an important announcement I am getting
married this long weekend you are all invited to the wedding. Great news says Abba where is the
wedding?. In Perth of course says Dunnoim Perth W.A that is we are flying out tomorrow. The troops
are in shock another good Hashman bites the dust. Have a few more beers Dunnoim there is still a
few days of freedom This time next week beer will be banned. Dunnoim is so nervous about the upcoming wedding he has forgotten the mandatory fire pot but the beer is pouring ok. The Monk has
an important job tonight the rere eent of Hash Renaming. The Kiwi immigrant will now be known as
Sheep Dip

The Walkabout Monks [Boong] Rigged Raffle
Deep Shit: Bag Lollies.
Kuzza: Video of dubious quality.
Fingers: Meat Tray

On Downs:
Dunnoim: The Hare, no fire pot and getting married over the weekend.
Sproket: Letting his parents moe into the property he is renting at Perth
Inlet: Stuffing up Sprokets name kept calling him Sparra
Electric Eric: Talking on the wanker phone on the run.
Dip Stick: Renamed as Sheep Dip nothing to do with Dunnoim’s sheep that has had the
wool pulled over her eyes

Don’t even think about coming
back with gum boots I am still
recovering from last time my
wool has only just started to
grow back

The New 2017 Committee The Committee that “Takes Control”
GM: Rickshaw JM: Bendover, Hash Cash: Pash, Monk: Boong, Trail Master: Delly, Horn: Abba, Lip: Inlet, Scribe: Run report is
now done each week by the Hare, Web Wanker: Bugsy, Hash Hops: Scary

Receding Hare Line
Tuesday 30th January 19 Adear Drive Swan Bay Hare: Electric Eric
6th February Riverside Tennis centre Hare: Sheila
Saturday 24Th February Acropolis Drive Legana 40 Years of LH3 Hashing

Have you set a run recently if you have not the Trail master may nominate you soon
LH4 Ph. 0408139601 (Magpie) http://www.lh4.com.au

LH4 Receding Hare Line
Thursday 1st February Hare : XXX Curry House 84 Elizabeth St. Launceston
Joke of the Week

THE ASS END OF THE TRASH
Ya Ya another
of us has fallen by the
wayside

I did not believe it
when I heard
about Dunnoim

Yes it is true I
am off to W.A
this weekend
to get married.

